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Abstract The students' critical thinking skill in SMAN 7 Banjarmasin is relatively
low refers to the students' ability in evaluating argument, giving reason to support
conclusion, and making decision, which is deficient, and also the students are not
accustomed to record information by noting the important points of material in
learning activity. Therefore, researcher did a research to know if the guide note taking
strategy in direct instruction learning model has an effect toward the students' critical
thinking skill. This research is a quasi-experiment research with nonequivalent group
pretest-posttest design. Data is obtained from student's worksheet and critical thinking
skill test. Data is analyzed descriptive quantitatively. The research result shows that
the guide note taking strategy in direct instruction learning model has an effect toward
the students' critical thinking skill with the correlation of 0.97. Researchers conclude
that the guide note taking learning strategy in direct instruction setting has positive
effect toward the critical thinking skill of XI MIA students in SMA Negeri 7
Banjarmasin.

Keywords: critical thinking skill, guide note taking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Education quality is indirectly showed by the studen

have structured note, so that they need supporting media to help them understand the taught subject, which
is the guide note. Other than that, the

not optimal yet.

The thinking process associated with a variety of custom and requires the active involvement as a
thinker [1]. Critical thinking is a disciplined thinking is influenced by intellectual standards: clarity,
accuracy, precision, relevance, consistency, logic correctness, completeness and fairness [2]. Critical
thinking is independent thinking, self-discipline, self-monitor and self-improvement. This requires
appropriate standards regarding the quality was very good. This thinking requires effective communication
and problem solving skills as well as a commitment to overcome the egocentrism and the general public
[3]. Being a critical thinker who can successfully through the following steps: (a) adopt a stance critical
thinkers, (2) identify and avoid obstacles critical thinking, (3) identify and classify the argument, (4)
evaluating resources, (5) evaluating the arguments [4].

Guide Note is the handouts prepared by the instructor serving information background and standard
instructions with special points for writing the key facts, concepts, and/or the relationship during
instructions. The reason why the strategy Guided Note taking used are as follows: (a) students produce
records complete and accurate, (b) GN improve the link is active between students and subject content, (c)
the students can more easily identify the most important information, (d) students are more interested to
ask the instructor, (e) students test and quiz scores higher using Guide Note, and (f) the contents of the
notes can be easily converted into exam. The purpose of making a record of guided learning strategy is for
informed discussion method developed by teachers to get students' attention, especially in classes that the
number of students is quite a lot [5].Therefore, researcher uses direct instruction model with guide note
taking strategy to see i
Banjarmasin on dynamic fluid subject matter.
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II. RESEARCH METHOD

This research using quasi experimental research design by using two groups which are experiment
group and controlled group. Research strategy is quasi experimental strategy with nonequivalent group
pretest-posttest design. The research was held in SMA Negeri Banjarmasin in April 2015 for 6 learning
hours or 3 meetings, with the population of the whole students of class XI SMA Negeri 7 Banjarmasin
and the samples are class XI MIA 2 and XI MIA 3.

critical thinking skill, and controlled variables are subject teacher, test instrument, and the subject matter.
The used instrument for collecting data in this research is critical thinking skill observation sheet which is

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. cal Thinking Skill

an be seen on the following table.

No Observed skill Controlled
class

Experiment
class

A Identify problem 73.84 % 78.49 %

B Determine hypothesis 72.30 % 83.41 %

C Collect related data 82.12 % 83.75 %

D Analyze data 78.14 % 79.07 %

E Evaluate data 75.00 % 76.55 %

F Make conclusion 62.75 % 79.95 %

Mean 74.02 % 80.20 %

class, the implementation percentage per aspect is larger than controlled class, it is seen from the mean

experiment class is 80.20% and controlled class is 74.02%. The observat
thinking skill can be pictured in the graphic below.

The graphic beside shows a very significant improvement on expe-riment class compared to
controlled class. It means that the students of class XI MIA 3 as the experiment class who use guide note
taking strategy have higher critical thinking skill than the students of class XI MIA 2 who do not use the
strategy.

B. The usage of Guide Note Taking Learning Strategy

The score of guide note taking strategy usage is gained from the resulted data in the research, which is
N-gain score or guide note taking strategy effectiveness score in direct instruction model seen from the
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-gain score for both
classes as Table 2.

Table 2. Result of N-Gain Score

Controlled class Experiment class

N-gain 0.39 0.61

criteria Effective Effective

N-gain score also can be seen from the following graphic. From the graphic beside, it can be seen that
both classes have significant improvement so the learning process is effective. Although both classes,
class with and without treatment, are classified as effective, the experiment class gains higher N-gain
score than controlled class, it shows that the effectiveness of learning in experiment class that uses guide
note taking strategy is more effective compared to the one without using guide note taking strategy.

Figure 2. Graphic of N-Gain Score

C. Hypothesis Test

Hypothesis test that is used is t-test polled variant test and r-test. For t-test, hypothesis in this research
is:

H0 : There is no difference between the class that uses guide note taking strategy in direct instruction
learning model and the class that uses direct instruction learning model without any strategy.

Ha : There is a difference between the class that uses guide note taking strategy in direct instruction
learning model and the class that uses direct instruction learning model without any strategy.

Whilst the used data is N-
and controlled class gained from posttest result. The result of t-test calculation can be seen on the table 3.

Table 3. Result of T-Test Difference Class

tcalculated score tTable score Conclusion

5.37 1.67 H0 is rejected

From the table above, as the rule says that if tcalculated score is smaller or equals to tTable score, then H0 is
accepted. In fact, the calculation result shows that tcalculated table, so H0 is rejected. In other words, there is
a difference between the class that uses guide note taking strategy in direct instruction learning model and
the class that uses direct instruction learning model without any strategy.

While for r test or correlation test between both classes, uses the following hypothesis.
H0 : There is no effect of guide note taking strategy in direct instruction learning model toward the

Ha : There is an effect of guide note taking strategy in direct instruction learning model toward the

strategy usage gained from posttest result as the variable (x
working sheet observation as the variable (y). The calculation result of correlation test is on Table 4.

Table 4. Result of T-test of Guide Note Taking Strategy

rcalculated score rTable score Conclusion
0.97 0.34 H0 is rejected
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critical thinking skill is 0.97, with the r score shows a very strong correlation between the two variables,
the r score is
critical thinking skill. The rcalculated is larger than rtable means that H0 is rejected. Therefore, there is an
effect of guide note taking strategy in direct
thinking skill with the correlation of 0.97.

Table 5.Strength Points of Using Guide Note Taking in Learning

According to Cottrell Strength points of guide note taking

Critical thinking skill is considered as good if:
1. Attention and observation is improved,

2. More focus in reading,

3. Ability to identify the important point in a
text or other writings is improved.

1.
process,

2.
efficiency ,

3. Students can easily identify the most
important information.

It is supported by the opinion of [6] which if it is compared to  some strength points of using guide
note taking in learning process, so we get the comparison as the Table 4. Critical thinking skill is marked
by improved attention and observation; it is supported by guide note taking strategy because this strategy

more focus in r
taking note, and the last is students are able to identify the important points in a text or writing which can
be trained by using guide note taking strategy because this strategy can make the students identify the
most important points easier. Other than that, the guide note that is used in this research is arranged
according to the critical thinking skill indicators and students are trained to identify the important points,
identify problems, make hypothesis, evaluate data, make conclusion, and give a reason to support the

supported by the research result.

IV. CONCLUSION

The invention gained from this research is that the critical thinking skill implementation percentage in
experiment class is increased more significantly compared to controlled class and the n-gain value of
experiment class pretest posttest is larger than the controlled class.

According to the invention above, so it can be concluded that the usage of guide note taking learning

Physics subject, especially dynamic fluid subject matter.
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